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Method of creating thrust in vacuum and eld engine for spacecraft
(versions)
Abstract
FIELD: spacecraft; new generations of interplanetary spacecraft.
SUBSTANCE: invention relates to creation of thrust owing to
superpower interactions with vacuum eld. According to
proposed method thrust is created in vacuum owing to re-
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elds with eld strength gradient coinciding with direction of
thrust vector specifying simultaneously electric and magnetic
properties of working medium. Field engine of rst design
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eld activators including electric motor, rotor made in form of
working body of dielectric and ferromagnetic material in form of
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Claims (3)
1.

translated from Russian

1. A method of generating thrust in a vacuum by the action of the working uid on the rotating system
nonuniform electric and magnetic elds of skew, characterized in that simultaneously de ne electrical and
magnetic properties of the working uid, which is rotating redistribute quantum density eld within the
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vacuum environment of the working body in the direction opposite to the force vector traction resulting
from deformation of the vacuum eld, the vector was digested traction on normal and tangential vector
directed normal force vector to create a traction force and a tangential vector to create a torque, ensuring
the production of electrical energy for powering the system inhomogeneous electric and magnetic skew
elds and rotation system, the thrust force is set constant value on the route interplanetary movement and
setting of conditions for the equivalence generated acceleration equal acceleration of free fall on the
surface of the Earth, periodically change the direction of thrust force vector and acceleration and providing
the opposite dissolved in motion mode acceleration and subsequent deceleration.
2.

2. Field motor for a spacecraft, comprising a housing, battery, traction control system, a magnetic system
and a bipolar electrode system, characterized in that it comprises an electric generator and a voltage
converter activators vacuum eld, comprising an electric motor rotor, formed as a working uid of dielectric
and ferromagnetic material in the form of a truncated cone, the base of which is aligned coaxially with the
rotor of the motor, advantageously giromotora, magnetic systems and mu bipolar electrodes that cover a
gap cone working uid, wherein the poles of the magnetic system are rotated on a system of opposite
electrodes at an angle of 90 o, so that the vector of the magnetic and electric elds formed a system of
skew elds, and the group of activators is connected to an electric axis by a drive with its end and provided
with a device activators rotation relative to the disc plane with means of articulation converter
rechargeable battery current It is provided with a frequency controller for three-phase voltage source
giromotorov power and traction control system comprises a voltage regulator of the magnetic system and
a system of opposite electrodes.

3.

3. Field motor for spacecraft, comprising: a housing serving as the body of the spacecraft, the battery, a
traction control system, a magnetic system and a bipolar electrode system, characterized in that it
comprises annular generators, a voltage converter and activators vacuum eld, comprising an electric
motor and a rotor con gured as a working body of a ferromagnetic dielectric material in the form of a
truncated cone, the base of which is aligned coaxially with the rotor elektrodvigate To advantageously
giromotora, a magnetic system made in the form of a multiphase system of magnetic poles and a system
of opposite polarity electrodes formed in the form of a multiphase system with the same number of pairs
of magnetic poles and a pair of bipolar electrodes forming system synchronously rotating in the same
direction of electric and magnetic elds with spatial shift 90 o vectors of the magnetic and electric elds of
skew, a gap covering and working cone body, wherein between the magnetic f a pole and a system of
bipolar electrodes mounted isolator of dielectric material in the shape of a cone, ring generators are
installed in the housing from the inside of eld of the engine along the perimeter at the two levels, and are
made with xed stators and rotating in opposite directions rotors mounted activators vacuum eld with
rotor inside with tilt axis to the plane of rotation of the rotors, and activators angle rotor at one of the
opposite angle of the other rotor activators, transformation zovatel voltage regulator is provided with a
three-phase voltage to frequency giromotorov power and traction control system comprises a voltage
regulator of the magnetic system and a system of opposite electrodes, the activators nutrition are divided
into groups for regulating thrust on either side of the spacecraft to its turning when maneuvering.

Description

translated from Russian

The invention relates to the space industry and is designed to create traction in new generations of
interplanetary spacecraft through the use of super-strong interaction with the vacuum eld. Invention may
also be utilized in the national economy and power as a driving means for aircraft, automobile, tractor or
other vehicle.
Known is a method of creating a jet thrust in vacuo due to the expiration gases through a nozzle in the
incineration of chemical fuel in a jet engine (Article "Reactive Rod" and "jet engine". Polytechnic Dictionary.
M .: Soviet encyclopedia, 1989, s.446) [ 1].
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A disadvantage of the known method of creating reactive thrust is low utilization of the chemical energy of
the fuel in a jet engine, which can be expressed as the total e ciency ratio of useful energy through W a
fuel combustion when the total energy W o is initially accumulated in the fuel mass
Figure 00000002
W a useful energy through determine mass m of the fuel and its energy-conversion e ciency Q n p
(combustion heat)
Wa=Qnpmo

(1.2)

The total energy W o, accumulated in the fuel, is de ned as the energy of the rest through the rest mass m,
and the square of the speed of light C in vacuo 2 (C = 3 • August 10 m / s) in accordance with the principle of
mass and energy equivalence
W o = m o C 2 (1.3)
Substituting (2) and (3) into (1) we obtain the full e ciency of the jet engine fuel at a chemical which, even
for hydrogen fuel Q n p = 150 MJ / kg is a relatively small value
Figure 00000003
Thus, in accordance with the expression (1.4) to the energy jet thrust proceeds no more than 10 -7% by
weight of the chemical fuel. For this reason, modern spacecraft is basically fuel container with a small
payload, although able to ensure the withdrawal of cargo into orbit. Flying with the crew already the moon
is a pretty serious problem and combined with a high risk. Flying with the crew to the nearest planets (Mars
and Venus) on the jet boats are not even planned.
Known is a method of creating thrust in the vacuum eld by acting on the working uid rotating nonuniform
electric and magnetic skew elds and eld motor, the housing of which can simultaneously constitute the
housing for a spacecraft (see. Lyavonau BC Theory elastic quantized medium hours. 2, New energy
sources. Minsk .: Polibig, s.93-104, g. 22, 24).
The disadvantages of the known method are the inability eld engines producing thrust due to the lack of
operations and respective details of the interaction with the vacuum system eld of electric and magnetic
elds.
Technical solution on aim of the invention is a traction under vacuum through interaction with a vacuum
system eld of electric and magnetic elds, the implementation of which would ensure creating an
effective eld engine for interplanetary spacecraft new generation with simultaneous generation of
electrical energy.
The proposed technical solution allows the creation of an effective eld of the engine for the new
generation of interplanetary spacecraft.
Said technical result is achieved by a method for generating thrust in a vacuum by the action on the
working uid system rotating nonuniform electric and magnetic skew elds set simultaneously, electric and
magnetic properties of the working uid by rotating which redistribute quantum density vacuum eld
environment inside in the direction of the working uid, the opposite vector thrust force due to deformation
of the vacuum eld, the vector was digested traction on normal and tangential vector n rmalny force vector
is directed to the creation of traction and tangential vector - the creation of torque, ensuring the production
of electric energy for the power supply system of inhomogeneous electric and magnetic skew elds and
their system of rotation, the traction force is set constant route interplanetary movement and set of
conditions equivalence generated acceleration equal to the acceleration of free fall on the surface of the
Earth, periodically change the direction of thrust force vector and acceleration at the opposite and provide
movement for acceleration and subsequent deceleration.
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Said technical result is also achieved in that the eld engine for a spacecraft, comprising a housing, battery,
traction control system, a magnetic system and a system of bipolar electrodes comprises a generator, a
voltage converter and activators vacuum eld, comprising an electric motor, the rotor con gured as a
working a body of dielectric and ferromagnetic material in the form of a truncated cone, the base of which
is aligned coaxially with the rotor of the motor, advantageously g iromotora, a magnetic system and a
system of bipolar electrodes that cover a gap working body cone, wherein the magnetic system pole
rotated relative dissimilar electrode system at an angle of 90 o so that the vector of the magnetic and
electric elds formed a system of skew elds, and the group of activators connected to axis by an electric
drive with its end and provided with a device activators rotation relative to the disc plane with means of
articulation Conversion Vatel current battery provided with a frequency controller for three-phase voltage
source giromotorov power and traction control system comprises a voltage regulator of the magnetic
system and a system of opposite electrodes.
Said technical result is also achieved in that the eld engine for a spacecraft comprising a body serving as
a spacecraft body, battery, traction control system, a magnetic system and a system of opposite polarity
electrodes, characterized in that it comprises a ring generators, a voltage converter and activators vacuum
eld, comprising an electric motor and a rotor con gured to form a working body of a ferromagnetic
dielectric material in the shape of a truncated cone fundamentals of which is coaxially aligned with the
rotor of the motor, advantageously giromotora, a magnetic system made in the form of a multiphase
system of the magnetic poles, and a system of opposite polarity electrodes formed in the form of a
multiphase system with the same number of pairs of magnetic poles and a pair of bipolar electrodes
forming system synchronously rotating in one direction electric and magnetic elds with spatial shift
vectors 90 o magnetic and electric elds skew covering with ZAZ Hur working body cone, wherein between
the magnetic poles and the system of bipolar electrodes mounted isolator of dielectric material in the
shape of a cone, ring generators are installed in the body eld of the engine along the perimeter of the inner
side on two levels and are made with xed stators and rotating in opposite directions rotors, with the inner
rotor side are installed activators vacuum eld obliquely to the axis of rotation of the plane of the rotors,
and activators angle at one of the rotors counter eld wives angle activators other rotor, the voltage
converter is provided with control frequency three-phase voltage for giromotorov power and traction
control system comprises a voltage regulator of the magnetic system and a system of opposite electrodes,
the activators nutrition are divided into groups for regulating rod with any of the spacecraft sides for of its
rotation when maneuvering.
FIG. 1 is a diagram for explaining the appearance of the gravitational force acting on the test mass 2 and
the resulting quantum density gradient medium 3 (vacuum eld) as a result of deformation of the spherical
vacuum eld perturbing gravitational mass 1 (truncated drawing).
FIG. 2 is a diagram of a gravitational distribution diagrams quantum medium density and gravitational
potential in the outer region 4 (ρ 1, C 2) and within 5 (ρ 2, C 2 2 ) Gravitational border 6 as a result of
deformation of the spherical vacuum eld perturbing gravitational mass when forming the mass of the
vacuum eld.
3 shows a classical Newtonian potential distribution in vacuo.
4 shows the potential gravitational pit obtained in the outer region of the vacuum eld 4 as a result of
perturbation mass 1, the presence of which explains the nature of the mass 2 to the gravitational weight of
1 as a result of the mass drop to the bottom 2 of the gravitational potential wells.
FIG. 5 shows the distribution of quantum density gradient medium inside the body by exposure to body
mass m 2 of the accelerating force F m.
6 shows the appearance of the accelerating force F m, acting on the body weight at 2 m in direction of the
force F m the vacuum eld deformation within the body.
https://patents.google.com/patent/RU2185526C1/en
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7 is a uniform grid of a gravitational eld within the body in the absence of gradient quantum medium
density at a uniform rectilinear motion of the body in a vacuum box or its immobility.
FIG. 8 is a heterogeneous grid of a gradient eld in a vacuum deformation force vector lines within the body
2 and D equipotentials Newtonian gravitational potential, leading to the appearance of imbalance

accelerating force F m.
FIG. 9 shows the dependence of the change gradient quantum density ρ i 2 environment within the body
and the amount of deformation D 2 of the vacuum eld, leading to the appearance of imbalance
accelerating force F m.
Figure 10 shows the structure of the electric (magnetic) monopole.
FIG. 11 shows the formation of quantum space (quanton) of the four monopole charge with tetrahedral
cores model monopole arrangement (top view).
Figure 12 shows the formation of a spherical shape as a result of electromagnetic quanton compression
monopoles in a quadrupole structure quanton.
FIG. 13 is a simpli ed diagram of the interaction of four quantons provided in the power lines in the local
region of the vacuum eld.
FIG. 14 is a diagram of occurrence of gradient force F g, acting on the magnetic dipole 13 quanton 12 in a
nonuniform magnetic eld.
FIG. 15 is a diagram of occurrence of gradient force F e, acting on the electric dipole 14 quanton 12 in a
nonuniform electric eld.
FIG. 16 shows the effect on the working body 21 of the inhomogeneous magnetic eld created by the
magnetic system with an excitation coil.
FIG. 17 shows the effect on the working body 21, a nonuniform electric eld created heteronymic polarity
electrode system.
FIG. 18 shows the combination of the magnetic and electric elds to the working uid 21 under the
condition of orthogonality of intensity vectors.
19 is a diagram of a device of the simplest eld motor.
FIG. 20 is a motor eld circuit with a rotation device activators.
FIG. 21 is a motor eld circuit with device rotation activators (in section on A-A).
22 shows activator sectional vacuum eld on the magnetic system.
23 shows activator vacuum eld sectional bipolar electrodes in the system (the cross section A-A).
FIG. Activator 24 is a sectional vacuum eld by the magnetic system and the system of electrodes of
opposite polarity (B-B sectional view).
Figure 25 is a diagram of the motor eld interplanetary spacecraft in a single housing co (in cross section).
Figure 26 is a diagram of the motor eld interplanetary spacecraft in a single housing co (in section on AA).
27 shows a vacuum activator with a multiphase system of eld magnetic poles and electrodes of opposite
polarity (in cross section).
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28 shows a vacuum activator with a multiphase system of eld magnetic poles and electrodes of opposite
polarity (in section on A-A).
In order to substantiate the proposed method are given below explaining the necessary calculations and
theoretical calculations. The basis of the present invention are physical processes taking place in the
vacuum eld and reveal mechanisms of gravity and inertia. 1 shows that in the gravitational eld of the
earth with the mass m 1 1 2 with another body mass m 2 is attracted in accordance with Newton's law of
universal gravitation force with F m, directed towards the center of the earth at the radius r (1 r - a unit
vector direction z, position 3 - equipotential vacuum quantum medium density)
Figure 00000004
where w = 6.67 10 -11 Nm 2 / kg 2 - gravitational constant.
Newton's gravitation law (1) is based on solving the Poisson equation for the classic gravitational potential
φ, whose presence in the space created by perturbing mass, e.g., 1 m to the earth substance density ρ m
(kg / m 3) (see. ID Novikov gravitation. Physical encyclopedic dictionary. M .: Soviet encyclopedia, 1984,
s.772-775) [3]
Δφ = 4πGρ m (2)
where Δ - Laplace operator
Figure 00000005
If the density ρ m substance is concentrated in a limited volume, this volume is then provided ρ m = 0 the
Poisson equation (2) becomes the Laplace equation
Figure 00000006
Decision Poisson equation (2) in the region satisfying Laplace's condition (4) is a function of the
gravitational potential distribution φ, de ned by the integral over the volume V
Figure 00000007
For spherically symmetrical gravitational potential distribution system (5) is described by Newton's
gravitational potential φ n
Figure 00000008
A value of 1 / r in (6) represents the gravitational eld curvature due to the curvature of space perturbing
mass m 1.
The presence of a space of curvature leads to a generalization force prevents bending of space. But this is
not re ected in the known solutions of the Poisson equation (2). Lack of strength, which prevents curvature
of space, should lead to the instability of the space, that is, to its collapse. But this is not observed
experimentally. Space as the carrier of the gravitational eld is a very stable substance. This is only
possible if the force preventing the curvature of space, there is a real. But the presence of such a force can
only be associated with the presence of the elastic properties of the space de ned by its real structure, the
account which allows you to enter in the solution of the Poisson equation of the second component that
prevents the curvature of space.
By the way, the presence of this force pointed out Academician Dmitry Sakharov, was seriously criticized
the existing theory of gravitation, not only Newton, but Einstein (see. AD Sakharov Vacuum Quantum
Fluctuations in Curved Space and the theory of gravitation. Reports of the USSR Academy of Sciences,
1967 is 177, 1, s.70-71) [4].
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Indeed, the Poisson equation (2) included in the theory of gravity in the theory of elasticity in solving
stationary problems in continuum mechanics. In vector form the Poisson equation (2) is a divergence of
the gravitational potential gradient, de ning features of the space as a substance having a great elasticity
(without friction and plasticity)
Figure 00000009
But the expression (7) represents the density of the gravitational eld source (intensity), although gravity
theory ignores themselves directly the elastic properties of the gravitational eld as a force eld.
To go from the abstract in the magnitude of the gravitational potential (7) to the actual gravitational eld,
vacuum endow elastic structure, providing that it consists of minute particles - quanta spaces which have
the property to be attracted to each other, forming an elastic quantized medium (UKS). In theory UKS [5] a
method of quantizing an electromagnetic space with steps of the order of 10 -25 m at the micro level within
xed Lorentz absolutely exible structure (BC Lyavonau role superstrong interactions in the synthesis of the
elementary particles. In the book "Four reports on the theory of elastic quantized medium UMS" . Special
edition on materials of the 6th conference of the RAS "Modern problems of Natural Sciences" -.. S.
.Petersburg, 2000, s.3-14) [5].
The quantized electromagnetic physical vacuum at the macro level is regarded as a speci c continuous
medium having the ideal (no friction and plasticity) elasticity due to the enormous forces of internal tension
own discrete static electromagnetic eld, research is just starting (VP Dmitriev elastic model of the
physical vacuum. Izvestiya RAN . solid Mechanics, 1992, 6, pp 66-79 [6] Smirnov I. Experimental testing the
hypothesis of the existence of a static electromagnetic eld - Dubna....: bedinenny Institute for Nuclear
Research, 1999, preprint R13-99-7. [7].
Solution stationary deformation problems in elasticity and continuum mechanics determined by the
classical Poisson equation (7) and, in this case, is de ned by replacing the gravitational potential φ on
quantum density elastic continuum ρ, which indicates the amount of particles (photons space) per unit
volume of the medium (particles / m 3). Obtain a new renormalized Poisson equation, converted to
quantum density medium as a direct parameter of the elastic properties of the elastic vacuum
ρ m = k o div grad (

ρ) ( 8)

Where
Figure 00000010
Figure 00000011
where 1 / k o = 3,3 • 10 49 particles / 2 kgm - unperturbed constant elastic deformation of a vacuum; C o 2 =
8,99 • 10 16 m 2 / c 2 -gravitatsionny potential unperturbed elastic vacuum; ρ o = 3,5510 • 10 75 particles / m
3 - unperturbed quantum density resilient vacuum [5].

Expression (8) characterizes the state of the deformed perturbing gravitational mass m of the elastic
vacuum, and it can provide the solution density distribution of quantum vacuum environment for the
external region of the deformed space ρ 1 and ρ 2 for interior. For the case of a spherical vacuum
deformation by integrating the Poisson equation (8) we obtain an exact solution in the form of a system of
two equations in statics
Figure 00000012
where r - distance to center of gravity source (r> R s), m; R s - radius source gravity (gravitational border
section in the medium), m; R g - gravitational radius source gravity (without the factor 2), m
https://patents.google.com/patent/RU2185526C1/en
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Figure 00000013
Elementary particles and collapsing objects is purely gravitational radius calculation parameter.
The solution (11) to evaluate the elasticity of a vacuum, for example, by how compressed quantum medium
density ρ 2 within the surface boundary of the Earth gravitational section, and Black Hole Sun:
Earth when R s = 6,37 • 10 6 m, R g = 4,45 • 10 -3 m
ρ 2 = 1,0000000007ρ o
for the sun when R s = 6,96 • 10 August m, R g = 1,48 • March 10 m
ρ 2 = 1,000002ρ o
for a black hole R g = R s; ρ 2 = 2ρ o
If there is a collapse of the Sun, its substance will shrink in 1,27 • October 16 times, while the quantum of
space will shrink just
Figure 00000014
Indeed, we are talking about the physical vacuum as superelastic environment, unparalleled.
Given that the density of the medium quantum scalar eld as a parameter determines the distribution of
the gravitational potential in vacuo to re ne the classical solution of the Poisson equation (7) for the
gravitational potential, determining its distribution for the outer and inner φ 1 φ 2 regions spherically
deformed vacuum
Figure 00000015
Thus, new solutions (11) and (13) of the static Poisson equation for elastic vacuum include a second inner
component 2 ρ and φ 2 which hinder the bending of the outer space and balances the deformation
(curvature) of the elastic vacuum caused parameters ρ 1 and φ 1. This approach eliminates the collapse of
the space, ensuring its stability.
Indeed, if you select a certain vacuum in the elastic spherical boundary and start it evenly compress to a
radius R s together with the environment, the internal compression region will increase the quantum density
of the medium by stretching the outer region by balancing the system. This process is described by the
Poisson the divergence of the gradient quantum medium density or gravitational potential. Solving the
Poisson equation (11) and (13) allow to create precise balance quantum medium density and gravitational
potentials for the outer region of the deformed vacuum at ρ 1 = ρ and φ 1 = C 2 1 = C 2
ρ o = ρ + ρ n (14)
C 2 o = C 2 + φ n (15)
wherein ρ n - update quantum medium density under Newtonian potential φ n; φ n - Newtonian gravitational
potential (6), m 2 / s 2; C 2 - gravitational potential eld perturbed gravity vacuum, m 2 / s 2.
So, the new solution of the Poisson equation instead of the Newtonian potential φ n provide three
additional gravitational potential C o 2, cp 1 = C 2 and cp 2, operating in a deformed vacuum eld. This
greatly expands the possibilities of the theory of gravitation and simpli es mathematical calculations,
focusing on real physical models to explain the nature of gravity.
FIG. 2 is a diagram of a gravitational distribution diagrams quantum medium density and gravitational
potentials in accordance with (13) and (11). As can be seen, the solution of Poisson's equation determines
the spherical deformation of elastic vacuum. Inside (position 5) gravitational boundary R s (position 6)
section is observed compression quantum medium density ρ 2 and increase gravitational potential φ 2 = C
https://patents.google.com/patent/RU2185526C1/en
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2 2 . Is (position 4) under gravitational border 6 there is a decrease of the quantum medium density ρ 1 and
gravitational potential φ 1 = C 2 as it approaches the boundary of the gravitational 6. At the interface itself
gravitational r = R s, a jump quantum density Δρ gravitational environment and Δφ building, forming a hole
in the medium gravity
Δρ = 2ρ ns Δφ = 2φ ns

( 16)

where φ ns - Newtonian gravitational potential at the interface of the gravitational R s, due to quantum
medium density ρ ns to gravitational boundary, m 2 / s 2.
Newtonian gravitational potential on a gravitational diagram (FIG. 2) is represented as an imaginary
potential. Instead, the gravitational potential is actually in the vacuum eld exerts gravitational potential C2.
Indeed replacement of the Newtonian gravitational potential on the action potential of C 2 represents a
method renormalization gravitational potentials, leading to energy equivalence of gravitational and
electrical (electromagnetic) elds with a constant character of gravitational forces.
Indeed, from (15) we can write the gravitational potential action value C 2 in the vacuum box
C 2 = C 2 o -φ n (17)
Entered in the gravitational eld de ned by (17), the test mass m 2 and de ne a gravitational force F m
between 2 m and 1 m, which creates a potential (17), considering that C 2 2 = const
Figure 00000016
As seen from (18) the law of gravity with the renormalization gravitational potentials does not change its
value and the result coincides with the known Newton expression (1). However, the distribution Newtonian
potential (Figure 3) in a certain law (1) is different from the distribution of gravitational potential (Figure 2)
in the UCL theory.
To understand the essence of the present invention necessary to understand the reason of gravity de ned
by equation (18). For this purpose, the chart represent only the gravitational a gravitational potential well in
the vacuum eld generated by perturbing mass m 1 (position 1), and inside the hole is gravitational test
mass m 2 (position 2) (Figure 4). As shown, the proof mass 2, being inside the gravitational potential well,
seeks to "fall" at the bottom of the potential well under the in uence of gravitational forces. Only at the
bottom of the potential well of the system to a stable state associated with gravity as a force of attraction.
Returning to the distribution of the Newtonian potential in Figure 3 as it deals with the mechanics, it is easy
to notice the absence there of the potential well.
The presence of the gravitational potential well in the Vacuum Field explains only the outside of the
mechanism of gravitation, without revealing its deeper causes. To gain insight into the problems pass from
consideration of the gravitational potential distribution in the vacuum eld to analyze the distribution of
quantum medium density (11) (FIG. 2). quantum density of the medium in the external space region
decreases as it approaches the boundary of the gravity section. This reduction is presented in the form of
the equipotentials 3 quantum density medium 1. As equipotential gathering is seen as the distance from
the gravity of the interface (in this case the role of the gravitational boundary of the Earth's surface
performs 1).
Next consider the distribution density of the medium as a quantum earth's gravitational eld within proof
mass 2 (Figure 1). Equipotentials quantum gravitational eld of the earth medium penetrate the test mass
body 2, forming therein a quantum uid density gradient. That is, in the test mass of the body 2, quantum
density of the medium is not evenly distributed. It is this non-uniformity of gravity determines the elastic
nature of the pressure medium quantized (vacuum eld) on the test body 2. The force F m of gravity is
https://patents.google.com/patent/RU2185526C1/en
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directed from a region of greater density quantum medium to smaller quantum density, i.e. on the bottom
gravitational pit. Mathematically, this is expressed by replacing the gravitational action potential of C 2 (18)
on the quantum medium density ρ 1 = ρ
Figure 00000017
(19) it is clear that replacing the gravitational potential of quantum density of the medium does not change
the very law of universal gravitation. On the other hand, the quantum medium density gradient is a vector
deformation vacuum eld D
Figure 00000018
here
D = grad (ρ) (21)
Thus, in order to induce directional strength in the vacuum eld, it is necessary to make the deformation in
the direction of the force. This does not necessarily produce a deformation of the vacuum eld of the Earth
gravitational eld. If quantum medium density describes the potential gravitational eld like gravitational
potential, the vector D of deformation of the vacuum eld is an analogue acceleration vector a
Figure 00000019
from whence
Figure 00000020
If the Earth's gravitational eld from 1 (FIG. 1) to make a separate test mass 2 5, leaving 3 equipotential
eld quantum density vacuum environment inside the gravity separation boundary, and thus the
deformation D 2 (FIG. 6), the test mass is experience the impact force F m in spite of the fact that the initial
vacuum eld is not deformed.
As seen from Figure 5 with a trial body mass m 2 when subjected to forces F m in the x direction is
accelerated and (23), which leads to a redistribution of medium density within the quantum gravity section
R s border. Post origin at 0, it is seen that in the direction r quantum medium inside the body density
increases from ρ 1 2 to ρ 2 2 Forming inside the body density gradient quantum medium (21) determining
the direction and magnitude of the deformation vector eld D 2 the vacuum inside the boundary of the
gravitational
D 2 = grad (ρ 2) (24)
Thus, to cause an arti cially force F m, acting on the body and generating its spontaneous acceleration is
necessary to make the quantum redistribution of medium density in a direction opposite to the vector of
the vacuum eld deformation within the body. It is rst necessary action, ensuring e ciency of the
proposed method.
Yet quantum medium density redistribution in the direction opposite to the vector of the vacuum strain eld
is observed in a gravitational eld, such as earth, and the body acceleration. To create a body acceleration
in vacuo until there is only one method associated with reactive movement, the action of which, ultimately,
it is directed to a quantum medium density redistribution in the direction opposite to the vector eld of the
vacuum deformation. To completely abandon the jet propulsion in space, it is necessary to solve the
problem technically redistribution of quantum density of the medium in another way inside the body, other
than reactive.
In accordance with the principle of equivalence of gravity and inertia formulated by Einstein is applicable
depending describing the gravitational eld as a quantum distribution density ρ 1 of the medium (11) in the
z-direction to describe the distribution of quantum density ρ i 2 environment within the body under the
action of inertia, equating ρ i 2 = P 1 (the index i from the word inertia indicates that p i 2 inherently different
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from ρ 2 describing the environment within the quantum density gravitational border (11) by a spherical
deformation of the vacuum eld in the formation and the body weight of the particles)
Figure 00000021
Substituting (25) into (24) we obtain the function of the vector strain D 2 inside the body experiencing
acceleration
Figure 00000022
The minus sign in (26) indicates that the vector strain D 2 is directed in the opposite direction from the
direction of a unit vector 1 r (6). Gravitational radius R g (12) into (25) and (26) represents a unique measure
of inertia which characterizes the deformation vector D 2, and can be easily converted into a tension (and
acceleration) of the gravitational eld due to inertia within the body
Figure 00000023
Substituting (27) into (26) we obtain the value of the vector strain D 2 eld inside the vacuum accelerated
body as a result of arti cial redistribution of medium density quantum
Figure 00000024
As can be seen (28) is consistent with (23). Naturally, in (27) is gravitational radius has a vector as
acceleration and (28).
Thus, if within the body to cause arti cial appearance deformation vector eld D 2 of the vacuum, this body
will be accelerated with the acceleration and direction of the vector strain D 2.
7 is a picture of a vacuum within the gravitational eld section boundary of the medium to the body, xed in
the vacuum box and moving it uniformly and rectilinearly. vacuum eld pattern is represented as a grid
potential, which are located at the nodes of equal value or gravitational potentials quantum medium
density. As can be seen, this gravitational eld has no quantum density gradient medium, and therefore is
not deformed. In this eld, all the forces are balanced tensions gravitational boundary.
FIG. 8 is a picture of a gravitational eld within the body, when the initial vacuum eld is deformed and is
represented as a vector eld lines deformation D 2. Power lines are condensed to the point 0, determining a
gravitational eld inhomogeneity. Cross equipotential re ect the character of Newtonian potentials. The
result is a net strain eld with a pronounced heterogeneity due to quantum medium density gradients. As a
result, the body is deformed with internal eld creates an unbalanced force F m, the ability to accelerate the
body in space. Inside the body there is an increase of deformation 7 (D 2) of the vacuum eld in the
direction of the origin 0 by weakening quantum medium density, since deformation manifests itself as a
quantum density gradient medium 8 (Figure 9).
Thus, in order to arti cially create a vacuum in the imbalance force acting on the body and generating
thrust in the body is necessary to create conditions conducive to directional deformation vacuum eld
gradient resulting quantum redistribution of medium density. To do this, you need to open the structure of
the vacuum space, including within the gravitational boundary.
The above calculations prove conclusively that the vacuum space has an elastic structure and should
consist of a large number of minute particles - quanta space (quantons) indivisible hereinafter. To uncover
elementary quantum structure area will use Maxwell's equations for vacuum specifying the electric current
density j e j m and the magnetic bias eld and the polarization of the vacuum electromagnetic wave through
a change in time t of the electric E and magnetic H elds [5]
Figure 00000025
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Figure 00000026
where ε o = 8,85 • 10 -12 F / m - the electric constant; μ o = 1,26 • 10 -6 H / m - magnetic constant.
Due to the symmetry of the electromagnetic wave and the electric current density of the magnetic bias in
vacuo absolute value (absolute value) equivalent to each other
J m = C o J e (31)
In (31) the bias current densities are interconnected by a factor equal to the speed of light For undisturbed
gravity vacuum eld, or C - for the perturbed gravity. This is due to the fact that the dimensions of the
displacement current density to the electric and magnetic components are different in the SI system.
Indeed, ρ o, shallow that charges e and g are part of the (+) and quanton with the sign pairs express bias
current density is possible through displacement speed v massless elementary electric E and magnetic g
charges and quantum medium density (-) forming a generally neutral particle
j e = 2eρ o v (32)
j m = 2gρ o v (33)
Substituting (32) and (33) into (31) we obtain the relation between the elementary electric charges and
magnetic
g = C o e = 4,8 • 10 -11 Am (or Dk) (34)
Thus, the SI elementary magnetic charge (34) has a value of 4,8 • 10 -11 Am and the dimension expressed
in Dirac (Dk).
Thus, the analysis of Maxwell's equations shows that the condition of vacuum polarization electromagnetic
wave is the presence of electric and magnetic currents massless offset electric and magnetic charges
comprising the quanton. Thus itself quanton like elementary quantum space must include four elementary
charge: two electrical (+ 1e and -1e), and two magnetic (+ 1g and -1g), representing a static
electromagnetic quadrupole is practically studied in electrodynamics. We will call monopoles massless
elementary charges (electric or magnetic).
To allocate space elementary volume is necessary from the standpoint of minimizing the geometric total of
four scoring points. One point - a point, two points make it possible to identify the line, three - surface, four the volume. And these four points planned nature itself in the form of the four monopoles, forming a
structure quanton. In general quanton is an electrically neutral and massless particle having electrical and
magnetic properties, which occur when the vacuum polarization in electromagnetic wave.
we can not to the structure quanton approached with yardstick known elementary particles, such as
electrons having mass and simultaneously being a carrier of elementary electric charge. With four classical
positions of opposite monopole quanton under the enormous tension forces must collapse to a point.
However, this is not observed. The vacuum space is a very stable substance. This means that the
monopoles are included in quanton have nite dimensions, de ning the diameter of the quanton L q [5]
Figure 00000027
where k = 3 1.44 - vacuum lling factor quanton spherical shape; R s = 0,81 • 10 -15 m - radius of the proton
(neutron).
Equation (35) obtained from vacuum conditions of the elastic tension due to the interaction between a
quantons birth elementary particles (protons, neutrons) of the vacuum eld as a result of its spherical
deformation. The radius R s represents an elementary gravitational boundary section quantized medium for
said elementary particles.
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10 is the most probable structure of the electric and magnetic monopole. Apparently monopole 9 to satisfy
the conditions of the elastic state of the vacuum eld, must be a dual phase particle consisting of a central
core 10 surrounded by the elastic atmosphere 11. This core 10 is the source of the eld (electric or
magnetic) in the form of charge. It can be assumed that it is determined by the Planck monopole core
lengths of 10 -35 m, and the monopole has dimensions of the order of 10 -26 m [5]. It is unclear the physical
nature of the monopoly charges themselves and their elastic structure of the atmosphere. Elastic
atmosphere monopole monopoles themselves de ne the electrical and magnetic properties of a vacuum ε
o and μ o, tying together electrical and magnetic matter inside quanton.

Then on the basis of a physical model of monopole charges can be analyzed quanton formation process
shown in Figure 11. Four elastic monopole bead-form shape 9 with the arrangement of their nuclei at the
vertices of a tetrahedron, providing orthogonality of the electric and magnetic axes generally neutral
quanton. But in this state can not be quanton. Naturally, the enormous electromagnetic compression force
must be deformed quadrupole of monopoles in spherical particle 12 of FIG. 12, while maintaining its
integrity as a single particle and maintaining the orthogonality of the electric and magnetic axes. In this
case, the spherical core monopoles quanton also located at the vertices of a tetrahedron built inside
quanton providing electromagnetic symmetry of the system. In this equivalent effect of the electric and
magnetic elds Coulomb force equation is determined within quanton for electrical and magnetic F e F g
charges acting at a distance r, equal edge tetrahedron
Figure 00000028
From (36) we obtain the relation
Figure 00000029
Given that the SI ε o μ o C 2 o = 1, from (37) we obtain the relation between the magnetic and electric
elementary charges g = C f o corresponding to (34), but otherwise obtained. Thus the nature of light is set
speed real quantization vacuum space electric and magnetic monopoles, are members of the quantons
Figure 00000030
The process itself electromagnetic quantization large amount of space associated with its lling quanton
12. By virtue of the natural ability to the clutch opposite in sign to charges quanton mating with each other
to form a quantized elastic medium. Tetrahedral shape arrangement monopoles nuclei in quanton
introduces an element of randomness in the clutch quantons making random orientation of their electric
and magnetic axes in space, and while excluding any priority orientation. Generally it generated electrically
and magnetically neutral homogeneous and isotropic medium having electrical and magnetic properties,
known as vacuum box as a static electromagnetic eld.
Naturally, the present structure the discrete electric and magnetic elds are quantized medium in projection
on a plane is not possible. A simpli ed model of the local at vacuum eld plot for four quantons 12 is
shown in Figure 13 as projected on the plane in the form of power lines of the electric and magnetic elds.
The vacuum box can be regarded as a discrete grid with steps of the order of 10 -26 m of the force lines of
the static electric and magnetic elds thrown over the whole universe, and binding together the objects. We
live in an electromagnetic universe.
Naturally, the effect of electrodynamic forces within quanton between the monopole charge is so large due
to the small dimensions that in nature there are no forces that can be split into separate quanton
monopoles. Experimentally, this is con rmed by the absence in the nature of the free magnetic charges
despite many of their quest. Some excess electric charges caused by electrical asymmetry of the universe.
But this excess electric charge is a source of vacuum birth elementary particles and substantial matter [5].
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Thus, the analysis of the electromagnetic structure of the vacuum eld as an elastic discrete substance
due to the electric and magnetic tensions between quanton (quanta space) indicates that acting on the
vacuum eld by external electric and magnetic elds, it may be arti cially deformed into the desired
direction, creating an unbalanced force of traction in accordance with the intended object in the present
invention. On the other hand, returning to the diagram of Figure 2 the gravity becomes clear how a
gravitational eld structure diagram spherically deformed static electromagnetic vacuum eld under the
action of gravitational tension of the interface, the structure of which the electron (positron) and nucleons
described in [5].
With some reservations R s gravitational boundary section as a design parameter can be taken in the
description of the gravitational eld of the test body with a mass m 2. Then abstracting from the fact that
the test body consists of atoms and molecules, we proceed to what ultimately from the standpoint of
gravity, the test body may be viewed so that the test body in the gravitational boundary includes quantons
concentration (quantum density) exceeding as their concentration on the outside in accordance with (11),
testing at the interface of the quantum leap density (16).
To produce a redistribution of quantum uid density inside the test body must call the gradient force that
can dislodge quanton inside the gravitational boundary in one direction, providing a gradient density
quantum environment within the body. Presented in Figure 12 quanton 12 scheme allows to consider it as
two dipole: magnetic 13 and electric 14 has a dipole moment p g p and e, respectively, the magnetic and
electrical axes are orthogonal to each other (Figure 11).
If we place a magnetic dipole in an inhomogeneous magnetic eld strength H, then a gradient magnetic
force F g, directed to the greatest intensity of the magnetic eld, as if to place an electric dipole in a
nonuniform electric eld strength E, there is a gradient electric force F e, directed in the region of highest
electric eld intensity (see. Tamm IE Fundamentals theory of electricity. tenth edition. M .: Nauka, 1989,
p.241, 118) [8]
F g = p g grad (μ
F e = p e grad (E

o H) + p g rot (μ o H i) ( 39)
) + p e rot (E i) ( 40)

In expressions (39) and (40) are also H i of the magnetic and electrical elds E i induced eddy elds
character while rotating the vectors H and E.
In general, the expressions (39) and (40) determine the magnitude and direction of gradient forces F g and
F e as a scalar product of the vectors included. As seen in the gradients of the electric and magnetic elds
should coincide with the direction of traction. In the absence of an alternating character elds as a result of
rotation of the rotors with components disappear in (39) and (49), determining the nature of a purely static
dipole interaction in an inhomogeneous eld gradient.
FIG. 14 is a diagram of occurrence of gradient force F g, acting on the magnetic dipole 13 quanton 12 in the
inhomogeneous magnetic eld of the magnetic system 15, whose poles 16 (+ N) and 17 (-S) mounted at an
angle to each other. 13, magnetic dipole oriented along the line of force of the inhomogeneous magnetic
eld and is affected by forces F g + and F g - on the inside quanton magnetic charges 12 from the magnetic
poles 16 (+ N) and 17 (-S) system 15. The gradient force F g is the resultant forces F g + and F g -.
15 is a diagram of occurrence of gradient force F e, acting on the electric dipole 14 quanton 12 in a
nonuniform electric eld the electrode system 18, 19 heteronymic polarity (+) and 20 (-) set at an angle to
each other. Electric dipole 14 directed along eld line of an inhomogeneous electric eld and is affected by
forces F g F g + and - electric charges on inside quanton 12 from electrode 19 (+) and 20 (-) of the system
18. The gradient force Fe is the resultant force F g + and F g -.
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Naturally that represented in Schemes 14 and 15 quanton increased to a size that could be seen quanton
charge interaction with external magnetic and electric elds. In fact very small dimensions quanton (35)
and of the order of 10 -25 m. The real number quantons body is very large and inhomogeneous eld effect
quantons leads to a shift to the highest eld strength by carrying out a redistribution of medium density
quantum.
Therefore, in the proposed method of creating thrust in vacuo necessary product in addition to the
quantum of redistribution of medium density within the working uid in a direction opposite to the vector of
the vacuum strain eld, it is contemplated that the mere redistribution of medium density quantum
performed simultaneous effect on the working medium inhomogeneous electric elds and magnetic skew.
16, the working uid 21 is in a non-uniform magnetic eld produced by the magnet system 15 with the coil
22 and the excitation poles 16 and 17. The shape of the working body 21 corresponds to the magnetic
system 15 with a minimum air gap. The eld lines of the magnetic eld strength of the gradient magnet
system 15 are concentrated in the region of greatest tension, de ning Ψ g magnetic ux penetrating the
working body 21 at any portion, section area S and the magnetic eld H
Figure 00000031
The concentration of the magnetic eld ux in the region of maximum tension due to the inhomogeneity of
the magnetic eld, providing a gradient effect on quanton within the working body 21. The gradient forces
on quanton (indicated by dots) are directed along the arrows in the area of the greatest magnetic eld
strength and ux concentration, providing redistribution quantum density of the medium inside the working
body 21. in this cantons shifted to the increasing concentration of ux, creating vector strain vacuum eld
within the working uid in a direction opposite the displacement quantons (direction opposite to the
magnetic ux concentration).
FIG. 17, the working uid 21 is in a nonuniform electric eld generated by electrode system 18, 19
heteronymic polarity (+) and 20 (-) set at an angle to each other with a minimum air gap. The shape of the
working body 21 corresponds to electrode system 18. Mounting electrodes 19 and 20 is made via the
insulator 24. The lines of force of the electric eld intensity gradient of electrodes 18 is concentrated in the
areas of greatest tension, by determining the electrical current Ψ e, penetrating the working body 21 at any
portion, section S portion and the electric eld E
Figure 00000032
ow concentration in the region of maximum electric eld intensity caused by the nonuniformity of the
electric eld, providing a gradient effect on quanton within the working body 21. The gradient forces on
quanton (indicated by dots), the arrows are directed to the highest electric eld strength and ux
concentration, providing redistribution quantum density of the medium inside the working body 21. in this
cantons shifted to the increasing concentration of ux, creating vectors p deformation vacuum eld within
the working uid in a direction opposite the displacement quantons (direction opposite to the magnetic ux
concentration).
Next, we need a uni ed action of the gradient of the magnetic and electric elds on the working uid. A
simple combination of 16 and 17 did not give the expected result, since the electric quantons axis
orthogonal to each other. Therefore, the magnetic and the electric eld in the space must be spread so that
they would strength vector would also be orthogonal to each other.
FIG. 18 shows the combination of the magnetic and electric elds to the working body 21 provided
orthogonal vectors E⊥H tension. For this we consider the cross section of FIG. 16 and 17 and rotate the
electrode system 18 in the space 90 o. As a result we nd that the magnetic poles 16 and 17 produce a
magnetic eld intensity of the resultant vector H which is orthogonal to the principal vector of the electric
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eld strength E generated by the electrodes 19 and 20, forming the system of skew elds. Since the
electrodes 19 and 20 are under high voltage, the electrodes are provided with the gradient 24, eliminates
the concentration of the electric eld on the electrodes with sharp edges. Under the main eld strength
vectors understood vector line of force which is directed between the poles of the electrodes and the
shortest distance. Isolation of the resultant vector due to the fact that the inhomogeneous eld is
characterized by a complex grid of lines of force, and the vector of the magnetic and electric elds only
exactly orthogonal to the main vectors.
But in order to work effectively the proposed method of generating thrust in a vacuum, the following
actions with the elds is not enough. It is necessary to ensure the rotation of elds so that the main vector
of the magnetic and electric elds were orthogonal to each other. For this serves to ensure the rotation of
the working body 21 about the axis 23, directed along the vector strain vacuum eld D 2 (FIG. 8, 16, 17, 18).
Thus, additional forces are determined by the rotors of the magnetic and electric elds (39) and (40),
providing increased exposure elds and increased deformation vector D 2 and the thrust force F m (16 and
17).
Since mechanical working uid speed is limited by its strength, increase the frequency of rotation of the
vectors of the magnetic and electric elds, and thus the e ciency of interaction offered by performing the
magnetic system and the electrodes multiphase systems (two phase or more), while maintaining
orthogonality of the vectors H and E. multiphase systems provide for the rotation of the vectors of the
electric and magnetic elds within the body irrespective of its mechanical rotation.
Naturally, the operability of the process can be ensured only if the working uid simultaneously magnetic
and dielectric properties.
As an example, based on the proposed method of creating thrust in vacuo at 19 is a motor eld circuit of
the device, not only to provide thrust, but also feeding of energy due to the enormous energy initially
accumulated in the vacuum eld. The apparatus 25 includes activators vacuum eld, brackets 26 and
generator 27.
It is easy to calculate that, at quantons Given the concentration of the order of 10 75 particles / m 3 size
quanton (12) of the order of 10 -25 m binding energy between the monopole charge inside quanton the
order of 10 -2 J. Obtain the energy consumption of the vacuum means 10, 73 J / m3. This is su cient when
activating this power to get another big explosion, which can give birth to another universe. In fact, the
vacuum eld is the only source of energy in the universe, a different extraction methods (activation) of the
energy: the chemical, nuclear, etc. fusion.
In this case, a method of generating thrust in a vacuum box with simultaneous extraction of electric energy
as a result of the fact that the force vector thrust exerted by the working medium, split into normal and
tangential vector which is in turn directed at creating torque ensuring production of electric energy to power
the system.
We say that a system of magnetic and electric elds with the working bodies single term - vacuum eld
activator or activator abbreviated 25. In the apparatus of Figure 19 activators 25 are disposed on the
brackets 26 that are mounted on the shaft 27. The power generator 19 is not shown in the working uid
actuator activator 25, which is carried out using the built giromotora.
Activators 25 tted in the axis direction of creating thrust F at an angle to the plane of rotation of the
brackets 26, splitting the thrust force F t F y in normal and tangential components F x (type A). By the action
of the tangential component F x generated torque, which, acting on a bracket 26 mounted on the shaft of
the electric generator 27 is driven to rotate the rotor 27. The generated electric energy is used to recharge
of activators 25 to create the magnetic and electric elds and rotation operating activator body.
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Experimental veri cation of the proposed method is fully con rmed its e ciency on the example of a eld
of engine 19. To start the motor eld requires an additional electric power source (mains supply, battery).
Field engine operates as follows. From an electrical energy source powered electrical generator 27 in motor
mode and the activator 25. When the promotion system to a certain critical speed, in this case to 1500 rev /
min engine eld included in the motor mode. In this generator 27 provides energy of recharge of activators
25. Thrust developed by the engine eld exceeds the weight of the system as a whole depends on the
design parameters of the eld of the engine, which makes it possible to use the proposed engine eld in
interplanetary space ships of the new generation.
Below are the calculations for traction motor eld, power and energy.
1. We write the balance equation for the main eld of the engine when the spacecraft motion in vacuo
Figure 00000033
1 where m - mass of the spacecraft, kg; 2 m - mass of the working body activator kg; 2 n - number activators

vacuum eld in the motor eld, units; d 2 - vacuum eld deformation activator particles / m 4; a 1 - a
spacecraft acceleration, m / s 2.
2. With regard to (28) express the deformation D 2 eld in the vacuum (43) through an equivalent amount of
acceleration a 2, activator acting on the operating body as a result of deformation of the vacuum eld
a 1 m 1 m 2 = n 2 a 2 (44)
3. Next, from (44) we calculate the operating parameters for the activator body eld motor interplanetary
spacecraft mass m 1 = 100 t = 10 5 kg, moving with acceleration equal to the acceleration of gravity at the
earth's surface a 1 = g i = 9,8m / s 2, with the proviso that the acceleration exerted on the working body
activator reaches values a 2 = 1000 g i
m 1 g i = n 2 m 2 • 1000g i (45)
from whence
Figure 00000034
Next, a predetermined operating body weight activator 2 m = 10 kg, and from (46) we nd the required
amount of activator vacuum eld for eld motor
Figure 00000035
4. Determine the pressure force F 2 (rods) to the body axis of the working activator
F 2 = m 2 a 2 = m 2 1000g i = 10 • 9,8≈10 5 H (48)
5. Determine the total force F t traction eld spaceship engine
F m = n = 2 F 2 June 10 H (49)
6. Determine the required energy W for moving the spacecraft from the engine operating eld on the path x
for uniformly accelerated motion
Figure 00000036
The energy required to pass 1 km of track with uniformly accelerated motion of the spacecraft
W = F t x = 10 June • March 10 9 J = 10 (51)
On the other hand, the energy required to disperse the spacecraft to a speed v, is given its kinetic energy
Figure 00000037
As seen from (52) the kinetic energy of the spacecraft is de ned by a quadratic dependence on the velocity
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of movement in the vacuum eld, and depends on the initial velocity v o
Figure 00000038
But in (53) vv o = Δv represents a difference of speeds, taking into account that in (53) we obtain
Figure 00000039
As seen from (54) the kinetic energy depends on the initial absolute velocity v o of the spacecraft motion
relative to the vacuum eld. When v o = 0, the expression (54) becomes (52).
7. Determine the eld of engine power P
Figure 00000040
As seen from (55) when the speed increases with an increase in the vacuum eld of constant eld thrust of
the engine and its power at a speed of 30 km / s will be
P = F r v = June 10 • 3 • April 10 = 30 GW (56)
Expression (56) also re ects the characteristics of the interaction of substance already total spacecraft
with energy intensive vacuum eld, not only the motor operating eld.
8. The time of ight to the spaceship to Mars eld engine provided its continuous acceleration halfway and
deceleration in the second half of the path will be:
Figure 00000041
where x = 56 • September 10 m - naiblizhayshee distance between the Earth and Mars.
9. The maximum speed of the ship on the way to Mars will be:
Figure 00000042
As can be seen, the maximum speed of the spacecraft with the eld when the motor travel to Mars will be
740 km / s, which is much less than the velocity of light in vacuo (c = 300,000 km / s).
Thus, our calculations show that the implementation of the present invention will allow for the development
of a new generation of spacecraft to eld engines capable of interplanetary travel for a disproportionately
small time compared to the jet apparatus itself when the traction force is set constant route interplanetary
movement and set out conditions created equivalence acceleration equal to the acceleration of free fall on
the surface of the Earth, periodically changing the direction of the thrust force vector and acceleration and
providing the opposite movement for acceleration and subsequent deceleration.
Speci c embodiments are discussed below design eld motors, implement the method of creating thrust in
vacuo.
According to a rst embodiment of a eld for a spacecraft engine for producing thrust in vacuo using a
rotary system nonuniform electric and magnetic elds. Field motor (20, 21) includes: a housing 28, an
electric generator 27 on a shaft 29 which is mounted the disc 30, activators 25 xed to the hinge end 31
from the disc 30, 32 the rotation system activator 25, a control circuit, the battery and the voltage converter
(not shown). rotation system 32 activator 25 consists of a second disk 33, the hydraulic drive 34 and the
thrust bearing 35. The rotation system 32 may be made of any other known in mechanics. The end of shaft
29 is mounted in the housing 28 thrust bearing 36 (or angular contact).
Activator 25 (22, 23, 24) of the vacuum eld (hereinafter activator) comprises: a body 37 with hinges 31, the
working uid 21 to the shaft 38 and the bearings 39, a motor 40 comprising a rotor 41 and stator 42, a
magnetic system 43 with coils 44, the electrode system 45. The working body 21 is made of a
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ferromagnetic material as a dielectric body of revolution in the form of a truncated cone, the base of which
is aligned coaxially with the rotor 41 of the motor 40. with the working body cone 21 with a gap set
magnetic system 43 and system of electrodes 45 covering cone guides the working uid. Electrode system
45 is installed in the housing 37 by insulators 46 with a low relative permittivity (PTFE etc.). As the motor
40 is used with an external giromotor a laminated rotor 41 and short-circuited winding 47, the xed stator
42 and a laminated three-phase winding 49 fed from a high frequency voltage converter. As the motor 40,
any suitable type of motor can be used.
Field engine operates as follows.
Battery powered electrical generator 27 in motor mode and a voltage converter which outputs three types
of voltages: power coil 44 for magnetic system 43, high voltage power supply for electrode system 45 and
high frequency alternating voltage to power the electric motor 40.
The magnetic system 43 and system of electrodes 44 create a system inhomogeneous elds: electric and
magnetic orthogonal arrangement major intensity vectors in accordance with the invention. uniform elds
the system acts on the working uid 21, providing its magnetic and electric polarization. Exposure to the
rotating magnetic and electric elds provided by the rotation of the working body 21. As a result, the
working uid within the quantum density redistribution vacuum eld environment and creates an
unbalanced force of traction transmitted activator 25.
From the activator 25 drives the traction force transmitted 30 and 33, mounted on the shaft 29, the power
generator 27. Since the actuator 25 is mounted at an angle the axis of action of traction to the plane disk
30 and 33, cleavage occurs at the traction tangential and normal. Tangential force generates a torque
acting on the wheels 30 and 33. The summation of torques from the forces of the entire group activator 25
mounted radially from the ends of disks 30 and 33, drives the wheels 30 and 33, respectively, and the shaft
29, the power generator 27. Next, the system It comes in motor mode by interacting with the vacuum eld,
and thus extracting energy from the vacuum eld that goes to maintain the rotational power generator 27
to provide power to the electrical system of the engine eld and to create Olevia traction.
The ratio of energy required for rotating the electric generator 27 and create a eld thrust is controlled by
changing the angle of inclination of the activators 25 to the plane of the disk 30 by changing the distance
between the discs 30 and 33 by the hydraulic drive 34.
This type of engine can be applied not only for small spacecraft as a routing engine, but may be applied to
any vehicle, in dependence on the engine power (car, tractor, ships and others.).
According to the second embodiment of the motor eld for a spacecraft it is also intended to create thrust
in vacuo using a rotary system nonuniform electric and magnetic elds. The essential difference between
the motor eld of the second embodiment of the engine according to the rst embodiment is that the
rotation of the second embodiment of the electric and magnetic elds in the activator is produced by
multiphase power system. This makes it possible to increase the eld of rotation frequency and thus
increase the energy performance of the engine. Also, different arrangement of the engine and its eld
energy supply. This type of motor is intended for installation on large interplanetary ships.
Field motor (25, 26) includes: a housing 49, a ring generator 50, activator 51, a control circuit, the battery
and the voltage converter (not shown). The housing 49 of the eld while the engine is the body of the
spacecraft, which serve to enhance the rigidity of the rack 52.
Ring generator 50 also structurally reinforces the rigidity of the housing 49 and is designed as a ring
mounted on the perimeter of the body 49 and forms a free space for equipment and crew within the ring.
Ring generator 50 includes a stationary stator 53 and the rotor 54. The annular movable generator 50
because of the large radius is formed on the circuit linear electric machine with superconducting windings
and in the present invention is not considered design of the generator. The housing 49 has two annular
electric generator 50 and 55 identical to each other, of which rotors 54 and 56 (not shown) rotate in
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different directions. This eliminates the effect of the torque on the body 49 of the ship and fully
compensate for the action of the gyroscopic moment, Nuisance Management ship when maneuvering.
Actuators 51 are mounted on the inner side of the rotors 54 and 56. Activators provided with their rotation
system (not shown) to generate a tangential thrust generators providing the rotors rotate in opposite
directions.
Activator 51 (27, 28) of the vacuum eld (hereinafter activator) comprises: a housing 57, working uid 21 to
the shaft 38 and the bearings 39, a motor 40 comprising a rotor 41 and stator 42, a magnetic system 58
with the coils 59, the electrode system 60. The magnetic system 58 and electrode system 60 are separated
insulator 61.
The working body 21 is made of a ferromagnetic material as a dielectric body of revolution in the form of a
truncated cone, the base of which is aligned coaxially with the rotor 41 of the motor 40. With the working
body cone 21 with a gap set magnetic system 58 and system of electrodes 60, the working uid covering
cone. As the motor 40 is used with an external giromotor a laminated rotor 41 with short-circuited winding
47, the xed stator 42 and a laminated three-phase winding 49 fed from a high frequency voltage converter.
As the motor 40, any suitable type of motor can be used.
The magnetic system 58 is formed of a multiphase, and in this case it is considered a two-phase version
comprising two pairs of poles 61, 62 and 63, 64 mounted offset in space by 90 o with respect to each other.
The magnetic pole 61 is excited eld winding 65 covering the active pole, the pole 62 - winding 66, pole 63 winding 67, pole 64 - winding 68. Windings 65 and 66 of the rst pair of poles 61 and 62 are electrically
connected in parallel and connected to the rst source phase AC two-phase current through the tires 69
and 70. windings 67 and 68 of the second pair of poles 63 and 64 are electrically connected in parallel and
connected to the second phase, two-phase alternating current source through the tires 71 and 72. The
phase shift between the phases of two-phase voltage power source is 90 o. This magnet system provides a
rotating magnetic eld vector H which penetrates the working uid 21.
The electrode system 60 also comprises two pairs of bipolar electrodes 73, 74 and 75, 76 mounted offset
in space by 90 o with respect to each other. The rst pair of electrodes 73, 74 mounted on the magnetic
poles 61-62 via the insulator 60. If the winding 65 and 66 pairs of magnetic poles 61, 62 are connected to
the rst phase (tires 69, 70) of the power supply, the electrodes 73, 74 are connected to the second phase
(tires 71, 72) power source. This provides a phase shift of voltage electrodes 73, 74 to 90 o with respect to
the supply voltage windings 65, 66 pole pairs 61, 62. The second pair of electrodes 75, 76 mounted on the
magnetic poles 63, 64 through the insulator 60. If the winding 67 and 68 pairs the magnetic poles 63, 64
are connected to the second phase (tires 71, 72) of the power supply, the electrodes 75, 76 are connected
to the rst phase (tires 69, 70) power source. This provides offset voltage phase of the electrodes 75, 76 to
90 o with respect to the supply voltage of the windings 67, 68 a pair of poles 63, 64. In general, this power
supply system provides a rotating electrical and magnetic eld intensity vector are shifted relative to each
other at 90 o (28) in accordance with the invention.
In addition, the magnetic system 58 is provided with excitation windings mounted stepwise adjustment of
the magnetic system. This increases the magnetic eld strength at the apex of the cone of the working
body 21 as compared with the base, and thereby increase the gradient of the magnetic eld strength,
increasing the strength of eld thrust of the engine (27). At low frequencies up to 20 kHz magnetic system
58 may be formed of the stacked electrical steel sheet. At higher frequencies, the magnetic system 58 is
made of ferromagnetic material. Stepwise increase of the magnetic and electric elds adjustment allows
not only the working uid in a cone shape, but in the form of a cylinder, or other con guration.
Electrode system 59 is separated from the magnet system 58 insulator 60, made in the form of a solid
cone, arranged between the electrodes and the poles of the magnetic system. In this electrode system 59
is embedded in the insulator 60, providing a mount electrodes. In this case, when feeding the electrode
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system is fully variable voltage electrodes may be inserted into the insulator 60, providing high rates of
electrical resistance under the action of strong electric elds. For increasing the voltage supply electrode
system may use step-up transformers, installed between the feeder buses and the electrodes. Increasing
the voltage on the electrodes increases the electric eld intensity of the exciting actuator, and the electric
strength of the insulator is limited with integrated electrodes into it.
Field engine operates as follows.
The power supply system of the present eld as the start of the engine power is proposed to use a small
engine eld, considered according to the rst embodiment of the present invention (Figure 20). Starting the
engine start eld is produced by a small battery, and then start the main motor eld (26) is made already
from the start of the engine as the primary eld power supply for the voltage converter that outputs three
types of voltages: AC voltage of two-phase shift between the phases 90 o for powering the windings 65, 66
and 67, 68 of the magnetic system 58, the high voltage power system of electrodes 59 (electrodes 73, 74
and 75, 76) of increased and variable frequency voltage Power for the motor 40 operating the actuator
body 21 of the activator 51.
The magnetic system 58 and the electrode system 59 to create a system of rotating non-uniform elds.
The magnetic and electric elds rotate at the orthogonal arrangement of the major intensity vectors in
accordance with the invention. The system of rotating non-uniform eld acts on the working uid 21,
providing its magnetic and electric polarization. Additional exposure rotating magnetic and electric elds
provided by the rotation of the working body 21 driven by the motor 40. As a result, the working uid within
the quantum density redistribution vacuum eld environment and creates an unbalanced force of traction
transmitted activator 51.
From the activator 51 the thrust ring 54 is transmitted to the rotor electric generator 50 (stator 53 is
stationary). As the activator 51 is mounted at an angle the axis of action of traction to the plane of the rotor
54, is split traction on tangential and normal. The tangential force generates a torque acting on the rotor 54.
The summation of torque from the forces of the entire group activator 51 mounted on the rotor 54 rotates
the rotor 54 of the ring 50. Further, an electric system included in the driving mode by interacting with the
vacuum eld, and thus manner, extracting energy from the vacuum eld that goes to maintain rotation of
the rotor 54 power generator 50 to power the electric motor eld systems and the creation of the eld rods.
Similarly, there is an electric start of the second ring 55, a rotor 56 which rotates in a direction opposite to
the rotation of the rotor 54, thus compensating for the effect of the torque body 49 and the compensating
action of the gyroscopic moment when maneuvering the ship.
Maneuver a ship associated with a change in the direction of its movement, ensures strengthening or
weakening the thrust of activators on the one hand, forming a turning point. For this purpose, promoters
are connected in groups. It should be noted that the movement of the spaceship is designed with constant
acceleration corresponding to the acceleration of free fall on the surface of the Earth. In this case, a
spacecraft will not feel the impact of weightlessness during the ight, while in the eld equivalent to the
gravitational eld at the Earth's surface. When moving the position of the ship in the space de ned by the
direction of the motion vector velocity normal to the section plane A-A (Figure 25). Movement with
constant acceleration signi cantly reduces the time of the ight.
When expedition halfway vehicle passes at a constant acceleration, and a second half path extends from
the brake, the acceleration and deceleration corresponds to earth (9.8 m / s 2). Expedition time to Mars in a
spaceship with a eld engine in the constant acceleration and subsequent braking will be only 42 hours, or
about two Earth days (57). And the energy involved in the vacuum eld to accelerate the ship, returned the
vacuum eld at braking the ship, ensuring the conservation of energy and its circulation in the vacuum eld.
The use of the proposed technical solutions provides a thrust in a vacuum due to the interaction with the
vacuum eld as the energy-intensive environment of an electromagnetic structure, and is intended for
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implementation in interplanetary spacecraft design of a new generation. In addition, this technical solution
will nd application in the energy and transportation for the production of electric power and traction.
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